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PRE-CONGRESS WORKSHOP SPEAKERS
Prof. Eric BONVIN, CH
Tony ROUSMANIERE, PhD, USA
Prof. Bruce WAMPOLD, USA
Clinician Matters: How expectations created in interpersonal interactions affect health
Dr. Philip J. ZINDEL, CH

CONGRESS KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Dipl.-Psych. Consuelo C. CASULA, IT
Building bridges and traveling crossroads is what we do when we tell metaphors: let’s go deeper and deeper
Dr. Régis DUMAS, FR
An activated hypnotic relation: a bridge between patient, therapist and life
Prof. Marie-Elisabeth FAYMONVILLE, BE & Dr. Audrey van HAUDENHUYSE, BE
Recent insight: how neuroscientific approach helps clinicians
Prof. Mark P. JENSEN, USA
Brain oscillations and hypnosis: Implications for enhancing outcome efficacy
Dr. Veit MESSMER, DE
Building bridges in dentistry: From where to whom? A vision beyond drilling, techniques and chemistry
lic. phil. Susy SIGNER-FISCHER, CH
Mental Empowering – how hypnosis helps you to gain impact on your own life and your context
Dipl.-Psych. Bernhard TRENKLE, DE
What I am saying before I do hypnosis, tell a story or give homework assignments. Preparing interventions strategically
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